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Abstract: Mars has held large amounts of running and standing water throughout its history, as
evidenced by numerous morphologies attributed to rivers, outflow channels, lakes, and possibly an
ocean. This work examines the crater Antoniadi located in the Syrtis Major quadrangle. Some parts
of the central area of the crater exhibit giant polygonal mud cracks, typical of endured lake bottom,
on top of which a dark, tens of kilometers-long network of dendritic (i.e., arborescent) morphologies
emerges, at first resembling the remnant of river networks. The network, which is composed of
tabular sub-units, is in relief overlying hardened mud, a puzzling feature that, in principle, could
be explained as landscape inversion resulting from stronger erosion of the lake bottom compared
to the endured crust of the riverine sediments. However, the polygonal mud cracks have pristine
boundaries, which indicate limited erosion. Furthermore, the orientation of part of the network
is the opposite of what the flow of water would entail. Further analyses indicate the similarity
of the dendrites with controlled diffusion processes rather than with the river network, and the
presence of morphologies incompatible with river, alluvial, or underground sapping processes, such
as overlapping of branches belonging to different dendrites or growth along fault lines. An alternative
explanation worth exploring due to its potential astrobiological importance is that the network is
the product of ancient reef-building microbialites on the shallow Antoniadi lake, which enjoyed the
fortunate presence of a heat source supplied by the Syrtis Major volcano. The comparison with the
terrestrial examples and the dating of the bottom of the crater (formed at 3.8 Ga and subjected to a
resurfacing event at 3.6 Ga attributed to the lacustrine drape) contribute to reinforcing (but cannot
definitely prove) the scenario of microbialitic origin for dendrites. Thus, the present analysis based on
the images available from the orbiters cannot be considered proof of the presence of microbialites in
ancient Mars. It is concluded that the Antoniadi crater could be an interesting target for the research
of past Martian life in future landing missions.

Keywords: Antoniadi; Martian life; stromatolites; dendritic growth

1. Introduction

The quest for possible ancient forms of life in the Universe and, in particular, for
Martian life is largely a search for areas of former water abundance, e.g., [1–4]. Morpho-
logical indications for water include outflow channels between the southern highlands
and the north plains, and valley networks carved on ancient and cratered areas of the
planet [5–10]. In addition, numerous clues indicate that the northern plains were once an
oceanic floor [6,11,12]. Further evidence of abundant water in the past of Mars is provided
by mineralogical spectra in both reflectance and emissivity that indicate the presence of
phyllosilicates [13], by the sedimentological analysis of equatorial layered deposits pre-
sumably deposited in aqueous environment [14], by the presence of deltas [15–17], and
by morphological features (e.g., [18–21]). Ancient lakes are arguably the most promising
water reservoirs for past Martian life research [6,22]. Several observations indicate that
the lakes may have ponded morphological lows [23] or resided in structural basins such
as Valles Marineris [24,25], the giant impact basins of Hellas and Argyre Planitiae [26],
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and impact craters [26,27]. The presence of crater lakes on Mars is particularly interesting
because the flat bottom of the impact craters and the lack of outlets may have favored the
stillness of the water and a persistent water level. The proposed craters that previously
hosted lakes, such as Eberswalde, Gusev, Gale, Endeavour, and Jezero, have been, or will
be, the subject of robotic investigations [28]. However, the surveyed areas are characterized
either by complex distribution patterns of the water flow, or by Gilbert-type deltas which
indicate, in both cases, a strong energy of the water flow in the crater (e.g., [15,29]). The
scarcity of biological signatures even in ancient river environments on Earth [30] indicates
that the stressful drag forces exerted by water flowing at the bottom of a river may be an
obstacle to the growth of primitive microbial life in river environments compared to calm
lake waters. Therefore, the search for ancient microbial life on Mars probably has better
chances in ancient lake sedimentary environments.

This work examines Antoniadi, a large and shallow crater in the Isidis–Syrtis Major
area. A prime reason to study this particular crater is that, similarly to other ancient Martian
craters, an inspection of its floor shows that the crater probably held a lake. The subjects
of this work, in particular, are the peculiar dendritic morphologies that can be identified
in some locations within the crater, and their possible astrobiological significance. Except
for a study of the mineralogy of the area southeast of Antoniadi, where the presence of
diagenetic quartz was established [31,32], there are no works entirely dedicated to this
crater and its dendritic morphologies.

2. The Antoniadi Crater
2.1. General Description

Antoniadi is a 400 km wide impact crater located in the Syrtis Major quadrangle at
the coordinates 21◦ N and 230◦ W (Figure 1). Apart from small local roughness visible
in the CTX images (Figure 1A), the crater bottom is essentially flat, showing variations
of only some tens of meters along a baseline of 100 km. Moreover, it is, on average, only
1200 m below the crater rim. Because a crater of this diameter should be about three times
deeper [33], this indicates the presence of internal deposits (Figure 1B). The crater lies on
the northwestern flank of the Syrtis Major volcano and postdates its largest lava fields
(Figure 1B).

Figure 1E, very schematically, shows the geomorphology inside the Antoniadi crater.
As an ancient crater (see below), Antoniadi was subjected to intense meteoroid bombard-
ment that shaped at least 13 craters wider than 10 km, and numerous smaller ones. Thus,
nearly half of the crater area is covered with ejecta material that radiates from some of the
larger impact centers. Possible lava flows from Syrtis Major mixed with indeterminate
units emerge in the southern part, while two large areas, one to the north and one to the
south, appear in the CTX, THEMIS, and HiRISE images as altered by diverse geological
and geomorphological factors such as faults and periglacial processes. They have been
generically referred to as “uneven terrain” in Figure 1E. Notably, the uneven terrain to
the south includes a large crater with internal material broken into chaos-like fractures,
which would indicate water or ice filling [34]. The ground inside Antoniadi also appears
varied with regard to the infrared emission, which indicates the coexistence of blocky
terrain, probably containing regolith (maximum thermal inertia in the TI area in Figure 1E)
and dusty soils. The smoother area within the crater appears toward the center (“smooth
terrain” in Figure 1E), possibly indicating a different sedimentation process. It is within
this smooth terrain that the dendrites are visible, as seen in the HiRISE images. Areas with
dendrites appear in three locations, all located in the southern part of the Antoniadi crater:
a western unit, W, a central unit, C, and an eastern unit, E. Note that the high-resolution
images needed to locate the dendritic areas do not cover the entire crater area, and more
interesting features may be found with future high-resolution images.
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Figure 1. The Antoniadi crater. (A) The roughness of the crater floor is evident in this CTX mosaic.
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Dendrites are particularly well developed in the three spots in western, central, and eastern areas of
the southern half of the crater. The area inside the white rectangle is expanded in Figure 2. The W
dendrites shown in Figure 3 are outside the map, while the arrow shows the location of the detailed
area shown in Figure 4. (B) Cross section of the MOLA altimeter data from NW to SE through the
Antoniadi crater to the Syrtis Major volcano. Part of the section is represented in (D). (C) Location of
Antoniadi (An) displayed on shaded MOLA. “SM” indicates the Syrtis Major volcanic building, “UP”,
“IP”, and “HP” are, respectively, the impact basins of Utopia, Isidis, and Hellas Planitiae. (D) The
area of the Antoniadi crater, colored hillshade MOLA, which marks the area in (A) with a shaded
rectangle. The dotted line is the northern part of the MOLA altimeter section shown in (B). (E) Highly
schematic map of the main geomorphological features of Antoniadi. (F) Ideal stratigraphic scheme of
the filling material inside central Antoniadi as deduced from examination of the sections of impact
craters and faults. The section approximately corresponds to the vertical line drawn in E (crater ejecta
not considered for simplicity).
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Figure 2. (A) Expanded area inside the white rectangle in Figure 1A, with a more detailed image of 
the central dark dendritic morphologies. The white rectangle is further enlarged in Figure 3A. (B) 
THEMIS day infrared image of the same area. (C) THEMIS night infrared image of the same area. 
(D) Image of the W dendrites. Location area in Figure 1D. 

Figure 2. (A) Expanded area inside the white rectangle in Figure 1A, with a more detailed image
of the central dark dendritic morphologies. The white rectangle is further enlarged in Figure 3A.
(B) THEMIS day infrared image of the same area. (C) THEMIS night infrared image of the same area.
(D) Image of the W dendrites. Location area in Figure 1D.
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floor. The three craters in the center are the same appearing in the top-right of (A). All HiRISE im-
ages courtesy of NASA/JPL/University of Arizona. 

  

Figure 3. Appearance of the dendrites in the central unit (area shown in Figure 2A). HiRISE image
ESP_012435_2015. (B) Enlarged rectangle in (A). (C) Enlarged image to show the polygonal ground
(area outside Figure 3A). (D) Image of fresh and irregular impact craters on the putative lacustrine
floor. The three craters in the center are the same appearing in the top-right of (A). All HiRISE images
courtesy of NASA/JPL/University of Arizona.
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2.2. The Dendrites

Within the southern half of the crater, areas with peculiar dendritic structures ap-
pear [35,36], as shown in Figures 1A and 2A. Dendrites can be observed in three spots:
one located to the west, one near the center of the crater, and one to the east (Figure 1E).
Of the three units, the central dendrites are well visible on a CTX image at the scale of
tens of kilometers, as shown in Figure 1A, while the other two units require more detailed
images. The central and eastern units are shown in Figure 1A. The western dendrites
are somehow more poorly preserved and will be considered in less detail (Figure 2D).
HiRISE imaging shows that, while the central dendrites are composed of blocky material
(Figure 3), the eastern units are subdivided into tabular polygonal sub-elements about
15–18 m in diameter (Figure 4). A notable feature visible in the high-resolution images is
the subdivision of part of the terrain of the crater bottom into polygons of about 10–20 m
in diameter (Figure 3B,C). Note also that the dendrites lie stratigraphically on the terrain
on which such polygons are imposed (Figure 1F). Many different processes (including
periglacial activity, extremely common on Mars even at these low latitudes) may create
polygonal patterns [37]. However, considering the commonness of craters in the Martian
highlands filled with lacustrine sediments [26], and the similarity between the polygons
in Antoniadi and giant mud cracks in lacustrine sediments of terrestrial deserts [38], it is
more likely that the polygons are giant mud cracks created during the desiccation of the
smectite-bearing lake bottom inside Antoniadi [35,39].

A further indication of the lacustrine nature of the polygon-rich area is the irregular
shape of some of the impact craters on the surface. Figure 3D shows some of these
irregular craters coexisting with craters of typical circular shape. Note the wavy and
slightly scalloped outline of the irregular craters and their smoother appearance in contrast
to the normal craters which are sharper, more rounded, and often exhibit a tiny halo of
ejected material. Most irregular craters have a size on the order of 100 m, although smaller
craters of this type can also be seen in the high-resolution images (see also the following
figures). Here, they are interpreted as the result of impacts on soft ground, and in the
presence of a layer of water. The water would have affected the dynamics of the impact,
causing a spray of lacustrine sediments on the lake floor and thus altering the final shape
of the crater. For example, note that irregular craters with a diameter of 100 m, such as
those in Figure 3, would be produced by a meteoroid ranging in size from some meters to
one decameter [40] if impact occurred in the absence of a layer of water. Therefore, a few
meters, up to tens of meters, of water (possibly not pure but mixed with mud) would be
enough to alter the size and shape of a crater produced by an impactor of this size. The
normal craters were probably formed after the complete disappearance of water and the
surface was hardened (Figure 3D). In addition, some craters incised on the dendrites appear
irregular, indicating that the surface of the dendrites may have been soft and underwater
during the impacts.

The stratigraphy of the two upper kilometers within Antoniadi can be partially recon-
structed based on HiRISE images in areas excavated by the largest impacts and by other
exposures in correspondence of fractures (Figure 1F). Below the first few hundred meters or
so of stratified rocks, the deeper crater filling appears less stratified. The alleged lacustrine
mud in the central area of the crater probably rests on top of the stratified deposits. The
infrared THEMIS images show a contrast between low diurnal emission (Figure 2B) and
strong nocturnal signal (Figure 2C) for the dendrites, indicating that the surface retains
much heat during the night. Such high thermal inertia is indicative of a blocky terrain and
lack of dust coating [41]. More detailed images and descriptions at the kilometer scale are
deferred to Section 2.2, including the description of a swarm of small-scale fracture lines
that may be significant for a better understanding of the nature of dendrites.
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Figure 4. (A) This HiRISE image of the ESP_025331_2005 frame shows that the dendrites in the
southeastern portion of the crater are made up of tabular units (most with subrounded outline),
each approximately 15–18 m in size. The area in the rectangle is further enlarged in (B) to show that
most of the tabular subunits are depressed in the center (“saucer-shaped”) and some of them are
horseshoe-shaped.

2.3. Age of the Antoniadi Crater Bottom

To better assess the chronology of the studied area, the diameters of impact craters
were measured, and the resulting data analyzed with the Craterstats2 software [40,42]. In
this analysis, age is provided by fitting the size–frequency cumulative curve of craters’
diameters with appropriate isochrones tabulated for the proper rate of meteoritic fall onto
the surface of Mars. The analysis is particularly significant for the largest craters of the
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given area, as the smallest ones are more easily affected by obliteration due to erosion
or draping [40,42]. Three cumulative curves were produced (Figure 5A): (i) a first curve
by counting all craters of diameter larger than 2 km inside Antoniadi, called “Area 1” in
Figure 5A; (ii) a second curve was made for a smaller area within central Antoniadi that,
in the present view, was occupied by the lake, selecting craters larger than 800 m (Area 2),
and (iii) for comparison, a vast Noachian area northwest of Antoniadi was also selected,
measuring the craters larger than 3 km (Area 3). Examination of the available HiRISE
images shows that the ubiquitous windblown dust may have contributed to the draping of
only the smallest craters, and thus probably does not affect age determination. Glacial and
periglacial processes, lava flows, and ejecta blankets are more common at the periphery
(Figure 1) and may, in particular, affect age determination of Area 2.
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Figure 5. Dating of Antoniadi and surrounding areas. (A) The areas considered for age determination
and the craters included in the analysis: “Area 1” inside the rim of Antoniadi (only craters larger than
2 km considered), a square in the central area of the crater (“Area 2”, craters larger than 0.8 km) and
the area northwest of Antoniadi (“Area 3”, craters larger than 3 km). Crater counting is based on
MOLA and CTX images on JMARS platform. (B) Results of the analysis performed with the software
Craterstats2 [40]. The cumulative distribution for data from Area 1, 2, and 3 are shown with black
squares, red circles, and blue triangles, respectively.

Figure 5A shows the areas and the craters used for age determination. The results
reported in Figure 5B (black squares) place the age of Antoniadi at about 3.8 Ga. Note
that the presence of several large craters at the periphery of Antoniadi affects the global
age in shifting the cumulative curve for large craters toward older ages. This part of the
cumulative curve comprising craters older than the lake or outside the suspected lacustrine
area is indicated with arrows. Thus, the inclusion of the whole area within Antoniadi gives
somewhat an ambiguous result, as it implies the dating of two surfaces of different age.
In fact, the age determined for the restricted Area 2 provides a younger age of 3.6 Ga (red
circles). The age difference of approximately 200 Ma between Antoniadi as a whole and the
central unit results from the draping of craters in the central area, here interpreted primarily
as lacustrine. Of the craters inside the alleged lacustrine area, probably only the very large
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one shown in Figure 1E predates the lake and is filled nearly to its rim (for this reason, this
crater this has been excluded from Area 2).

In short, the lake lasted for about 200 Ma after the impact that created Antoniadi
at about 3.8 Ga. The age of the crater floor in central Antoniadi at about 3.6 Ga can be
considered to correspond to the end of sedimentation of the ancient lake. The third dating
concerns the neighboring area located NW of Antoniadi. The results shown as blue triangles
in Figure 5B indicate an age of 4 Ga, confirming the Noachian age for the area [43]. Note
how in this location, craters are statistically more common in a size class between 4 and
20 km compared to the largest craters of the order of 10 km within Antoniadi, which is
understandable considering that the formation of Antoniadi has reset the age of the surface.

2.4. Standard Interpretation of the Dendrites and Its Possible Difficulties

Based only on the similarity to river networks on Earth and Mars, the dendrites could
at first be interpreted as the remnants of past waterways similar to those of other locations
on Mars [36] or groundwater sapping channels filled with erosion-resistant material [35],
which, however, would require the presence of an aquifer. What is striking in this context
is that the dendrites are inverted (i.e., in relief) on the alleged lake bottom (recognizable by
the presence of the giant mud cracks in Figures 3 and 4). Note that lake desiccation is not
the only process that may create polygonal ground on Mars, as periglacial processes are
active on the frozen Martian ground especially at high latitudes (e.g., [44–46]). However,
these also require the massive presence of ice, such as, for example, in the case of the
Phoenix landing site [47]. Desiccation of Martian lakes is a process probably more common
than previously thought [39,48]. One possibility invoked for other inverted river networks
is that, after the river deposition, the lake was subject to wind or water erosion, with a
significant inversion resulting from river sediments presumably harder than the soft clays
of the lake bottom. Numerous cases of inverted relief are reported for both Earth and
Mars [12,36,49,50]. However, as the mud cracks on the bottom of the Antoniadi crater are
well preserved (Figure 3), the surface of the bottom appears as a pristine feature. This
indicates lack of significant erosion on the floor after the lake disappeared. Even assuming
that the river activity continued after the drying up of the lake, it is difficult to explain
the sequence of events, as the river network should have (i) first eroded the bottom of
the lake, after the lake had already dried up; (ii) deposited the load of dark sediments;
and subsequently (iii) the bottom of the lake should have been eroded, leaving the dark
dendrites in relief. The difficulty appears, above all, when considering that the bottom of
the lake appears uncontaminated, implying that little material has been removed from the
lake surface, thus making the sequence (i) to (iii) implausible.

A second puzzling feature is that the orientation of the dendrites is independent of
the local slope gradient. Figure 6 shows the general geomorphological setting of the central
dendrites with emphasis on the direction of the slope. For better explanation, the central
dendrites have been, in turn, divided into a southern and a northern unit, with opposite
orientation, separated by a linear central section. In the study area, the MOLA altimeter
data shows elevation through sections 1–2–3 and 1′–2′ (Figure 6B), while dashed arrows
show the local direction of descent at some selected locations. Overall, the data indicate that
the descending gradient is oriented approximately from NNE to SSW. The high-resolution
(1 m) digital terrain model based on HiRISE stereo pairs (a selected part of which is shown
and commented on in the next section) confirms that the terrain descends along the NNE
to SSW direction in the area of the dendrites.
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To better clarify this point, note that at the scale of few tens of kilometers, the remnants
of direct or inverted ancient water flows on Mars (and also their direct counterparts on
Earth, e.g., [36,50–52]) may be classified as (i) river networks deriving from precipitation
and runoff in the drainage basin, often arranged in dendritic pattern [53]; (ii) alluvial
fans due to discharge of water from a steep slope onto a flat subaerial area; (iii) deltas,
when the water debouches into a water basin; and (iv) sapping channels due to discharge
from an aquifer. Table 1 summarizes the properties of such ancient water flows which
are diagnostic for the analysis. The table includes Martian and terrestrial examples for
each of the four types, the possibility that two different branches may superpose, the
characteristic slope, the possibility that branches be in relief with respect to the surrounding
area, and the inferred direction of gravity. River networks incised by water precipitation
and runoff (i) are characterized by a single tree-like geometry where one or few channels
branch to numerous lesser, mutually-avoiding channels at higher elevation. There are no
intersections for the reason that the prevailing branches convey all the water available to
the basin and it becomes impossible for a new branch to develop at the expenses of the
preexisting ones. Evidently, a river network implies water flow from the “branches” to the
“stem”, which also indicates the slope gradient if water precipitation ceases in the area. In
contrast, both alluvial fans (ii) and deltas (iii) exhibit multiple, often braided, superposing
distribution channels and are incised by water streaming from the “stem” to the “branches”.
In such cases, high water energy is concentrated in the upper reach of the channel, where
a variation in discharge or local topography may reorganize the channels in numerous
braided watercourses. Sapping channels (iv) observed, for example, along the outline of
Valles Marineris, align to the local slope and to fault directions. In the same way as river
networks, sapping channels tend to remain isolated.
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Table 1. Comparison between the patterns developed by riverine surface precipitation–runoff, delta
and alluvial fans, groundwater sapping, biotic reefs, and the dendrites in Antoniadi crater. Data
include references to some typical examples on Earth and Mars, superposition between branches,
characteristic slope, the possibility that dendrites may form a relief, and the direction of gravity
(from branches to stem or from stem to branches) that could be inferred without following terrain
deformation. Characteristic slope data for deltas or alluvial fans (measured along the gradient
direction) are from [15], while the other slopes for Mars have been measured with MOLA, taking a
number of representative sections along the direction of the gradient.

Type Example
(Earth)

Example
(Mars)

Superposition
between
Branches

Characteristic
Slope (m/m)

Branches in
Relief?

Inferred
Direction of

Gravity

Riverine
surface

precipitation–
runoff in

drainage basins

Most river
drainages

Some examples
on ancient

terrains
Warrego Valles

(Figure 7C)

Absent

Typically, 1/50 on
the large-catchment
areas on Mars. On
Earth, up to 1/1 in

the small
catchment areas at
high altitude down

to 1/50 in the
largest and lowest

ones

Possible if the
water-carried
sediment is

compacted to a
deposit less

erodible than
the floor (e.g.,

Figure 7A)

Branches to
stem

Delta or alluvial
fan

Many large
and small

rivers

Numerous
examples (e.g.,

Figure 7B)

Common
(braided)

1/20 to 1/10 (up to
1
2 for the

submerged part in
Gilbert-type deltas);

On Earth, 1/40
to 1/2

Possible if
carried

sediment
harder than
floor (e.g.,
Figure 7B)

Stem to
branches

Groundwater
sapping

Grand
Canyon

Numerous
examples in

Valles Marineris
Mostly absent

1/50 to 1/8 (Valles
Marineris); up to

1/10 on Earth (e.g.,
Grand Canyon)

Not known Branches to
stem

Biotic (Earth) Stromatolite
reefs Unknown Possible on

dead branches

Virtually null
(parallel to shore),

to 1/20
(perpendicular to

shore)

Occurs
naturally

Growth
possible in
both ways

Antoniadi
Possible

microbialite
reefs?

Observed, but
uncommon Less than 1/200 Yes

Growth
possible in
both ways

Figure 7 shows selected Martian examples of the different remnants of water flows on
Mars. While Figure 7A shows a precipitation–runoff river network, Figure 7B illustrates
an example of compound alluvial fan resulting from the migration of multiple streams.
Figure 7C shows Warrego Valles, another example of a dendritic precipitation–runoff river
network. This geometry, being the probable result of the precipitation of water collected
over a large area and surface runoff conveyed into a main river, indicates a movement
of water from many to fewer branches, confirmed by the downhill gradient (arrow). In
addition, gullies due to the process of groundwater sapping indicate the movement of
water from many to few branches.
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craters (930 km east of the Gale crater) in Aeolis Mensae, indicating a delta deposition and flow 

Figure 7. (A) Example of an inverted river channel on Mars located at 348.6 E, 7.7 N, approximately
130 km NNW from the rim of Crommelin crater due to water precipitation and runoff. The direction
of flow indicated with an arrow points from the area of multiple “branches” to the “stem”. (B) An
example of a “complex” inverted delta fan on Mars located in the area between the Asau and Kalba
craters (930 km east of the Gale crater) in Aeolis Mensae, indicating a delta deposition and flow
direction from the “stem” to “branches”. (C) Warrego Valles, a dendritic river network system
indicating surface runoff due to precipitation over a large area. CTX images. The descending gradient
is indicated with a dashed arrow in each image.

Contrary to the case in Figure 7B and in agreement with Figure 7C, if the dendrites
in Antoniadi resulted from the fluvial action, they were not alluvial fans or deltaic (as the
observed dendrites are not braided), but resulted from the precipitation of water, which
then must have flowed from the branches to the stem. Thus, if the dendrites are to be
interpreted as the product of a local exhumed river network, the south-facing units are
directed in the opposite direction, indicating that the water flow apparently travelled
against the slope. In other words, the mentioned orientation of the river network (compare
Figures 6 and 7B) becomes problematic. An answer could be that local changes in slope
may have occurred following the placement of the alleged river network at Antoniadi,
especially in consideration of the volcanic nature of the area. In a different region, the
weight of the giant volcano Olympus Mons, for example, caused a noticeable flexural
deformation in a large area of Tharsis [54], locally reversing the slope. An example of
slope inversion of a surface previously carved by water flow was reported in [55] for
an area along the dichotomous line, where river deltas of the “birdfoot” type point in
the opposite direction to what the morphology would suggest. Thus, in principle it is
possible that the network in Antoniadi was created with the correct orientation proper to
precipitation–runoff riverine erosion and was subsequently deformed by structural and (or)
volcanic–plutonic processes. In addition to local loading, global tensional fields across the
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Martian lithosphere also indicated by the occurrence of pressure ridges throughout Mars
may have played a role [56,57], and this area is no exception (one large ridge of probable
structural origin appears in the field of Figure 6). Therefore, the argument exposed here
of the “wrong” dendrite orientation cannot conclusively prove the nonriverine origin
of the dendrites. Early Mars shows a complex tectonic history on a global scale [57],
which leaves the possibility that the terrain within Antoniadi was tilted after the lake
disappearance. Still, one would expect a post-crater uplift in the southern part of Antoniadi
where Syrtis Major stands, which increases, rather than solves, the problem of the wrong
dendrite orientation. A perhaps stronger argument against the interpretation of dendrites
in Antoniadi as erosion and accumulation-produced topographic features is that, as shown
in Table 1, the characteristic slope of water processes on Mars is much different from those
of Antoniadi dendrites.

Water processes on both Mars and Earth occur on terrains that typically exhibit a
certain gradient range. Measured slopes are on the order of 1/50 m/m for surface runoff in
the drainage area (e.g., Warrego Vallis), between 1/20 m/m and 1/10 m/m along alluvial
fans or deltas (if the fan is built in lacustrine area, the part of the delta in contact with water
is much steeper), and 1/50 m/m to 1/10 m/m for water sapping channels, as measured
in Valles Marineris. Note that although the slopes on Earth are comparable to those on
Mars, more extreme cases are found for the terrestrial case where smaller features are more
common than on Mars (the steepness has an inverse relationship with size). In contrast to
such typical steepness, the dendrites in Antoniadi occur on a much gentler area, of slope
less than 1/200. Invoking a flexural deformation would require a slope variation of the
terrain initially sloping at, say, 1/20 to one tenth that amount (or even slightly negative in
some areas, as discussed earlier). Although many other factors, such as infiltration, may
affect the slope of the riverine processes, this tilt of exactly the necessary magnitude to bring
a steep slope to a much flatter area appears unlikely. The virtually flat area in the center
of Antoniadi can be better explained simply as reflecting the typical (and undeformed)
steepness in the center of the large craters on Mars, especially if filled with smoothing
material. As a further argument, in the next section, some sporadic cases of overlapping of
distinct branches can be identified, which are incompatible with the processes of runoff or
sapping processes.

3. Possible Alternate View for Dendrites within the Antoniadi Crater
3.1. Microbialite Interpretation

Might the dark dendritic patterns in Antoniadi be the expression of microbialitic
structures rather than riverine processes? Even though it is not possible to come to a firm
conclusion without a rover exploration, the discussion will hopefully be useful in indicating
Antoniadi as a possible interesting target for future astrobiological missions. Not having
access to a set of rover data, the arguments exposed here will be necessarily based on large-
scale morphology. Microbialites on Earth, such as stromatolites, exploit water circulation,
forming reefs from cementing grains of the available rock or carbonate precipitation [58–62].
Because of the impossibility to refer specifically to any precise typology of microbialite as we
know it on Earth, in the following we loosely refer to the allegedly biological morphologies
in Antoniadi as “microbialite” or “stromatolite”.

Many authors have stressed that extinct lakes may be the best places to search for
ancient life on Mars, especially if warmed by local magma in analogy with terrestrial
hot springs [63–65], terrestrial lakes [66], and lakes filling impact craters on Earth [67].
Stromatolites give rise to endured grow edifices that are typically smaller than the units in
Antoniadi [68], but tabular, enormous stromatolitic buildings are known on Earth, for exam-
ple, the Eocenic Green River Formation of Colorado [69]. One critique to the interpretation
of dendrites in Antoniadi as possible stromatolite reefs is that, even though some areas
on Earth display stromatolites distributed along kilometers-wide areas (e.g., [70]), large
stromatolite reefs are uncommon. However, it is well known that the growth of stromatolite
reefs today is limited by grazing organisms feeding on them. In fact, there is evidence that
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stromatolitic reefs covering vast areas may have been commonplace in the Precambrian [71].
Another fruitful comparison can be made with other terrestrial biotic structures such as
coral reefs, which often develop branches on the kilometer-scale (e.g., [72]). Although
terrestrial coral reefs are obviously made up of more complex and evolved mutualistic
communities than microbialitic reefs, the growth of both communities is essentially based
on the availability of some important limiting factors, i.e., (i) light, (ii) waterborne sus-
pensions, which consist of food for corals, and rock particles for microbialites, (iii) biotic
interactions such as grazers in terrestrial environments [73], (iv) redox gradients, and (v)
radiation shielding (for Mars).

If the tabular constructions in Antoniadi are the result of water-related biotic activ-
ity, their relief from the lake floor would be explained as the result of biotically-induced
entrapment of sediment. Notice that although most Precambrian stromatolites grew by
fixing carbonates, and even if lacustrine carbonates have been documented for at least the
Jezero crater [74], carbonates are not essential to the build-up of stromatolite edifices [75].
Cyanobacteria will entrap the material available regardless of composition, as demon-
strated by the relative commonness of stromatolite reefs mostly composed of volcaniclastic
grains [68].

3.2. Further Morphological Evidence in Favor of the Microbialite Interpretation

A significant feature of some of the tabular units in Antoniadi is their concave-up
orientation (i.e., most of them appear saucer-shaped, and some horseshoe-shaped), par-
ticularly those that make up the eastern dendrites. Figure 4B shows in detail such tabular
units, some of which are marked with an arrow. Composite biological assemblies often
expand in ring-shaped morphologies as a consequence of deterioration in the center, where
the nutrients or the substance necessary to cement the structure are scarce. The circular
assemblies in Lake Thetis are an example of ring-shaped microbialitic constructions [76,77].
In addition, more evolved sessile communities in water or on land, such as microatolls [78]
or fairy circles, made up by some species of fungi or bushes in grassland (e.g., [79]), grow
following the same centrifugal pattern due to decline of nutrients in the center caused
by biotic (competition) or abiotic (e.g., wind) effects. The similarity of such biotically-
related processes leading to saucer-shaped elements and the tabular units in Antoniadi
is interesting, but by no means represents evidence of its biotic nature. As an alternative,
such concave-up features in Antoniadi may be the result of drying after the demise of the
lacustrine water. Terrestrial evidence shows curling-up of the edges in clay-rich drying
lacustrine units [80–82]. However, considering that the tabular units in eastern Antoniadi
are much wider than the terrestrial counterparts, which are typically decimeters wide,
curling-up is probably not the most important mechanism shaping the tabular units, even
considering the different gravity between Earth and Mars.

3.3. Dendrites on Kilometer-Size Scale and Small-Scale Faults

Another puzzling feature concerns the shape of the dendrites on the scale of 1 km or
more. First, they tend to increase in width as they branch, which is opposite to what could
be expected in river networks or groundwater sapping processes (Figure 8). Furthermore,
some dendrites were interrupted by fractures inside the crater floor. Some examples are
shown with dashed lines in Figure 9B (noninterpreted image in Figure 9A).
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water sapping processes. A1–A2 shows the suggested evolution of one dendrite growing 
sideways over time (see Figure 8). B1–B4 outlines the growth progression interrupted by 
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Figure 9. (A) Detail of the area marked with a white rectangle in Figure 6. (B) Interpreted image of
the same area showing the faults, along-fracture dendritic growth, and dendrite-free spaces. CTX
images. At the locations indicated with arrows, dendrites appear to follow the fracture (fault) lines,
indicating the possibility that, after being separated by a fracture line, the dendrites subsequently
propagated parallel to the fracture (“along-fracture dendrites” in Figure 9B).

Note that some of these fractures may be likened to direct faults and imply a splitting
between parallel fracture lines. The presence of these faults could corroborate the geobio-
logical explanation compared to the fluvial one. To understand this point, first note that it
is possible to recognize at least two types of interfaces between truncated dendrites and
fractures. The first type is characterized by the area between parallel fractures partially
invaded by some sort of mobile material, probably fine sediments at the lake bottom, here
loosely referred to as “lake mud” (Figure 9B). This is evident from examination of the
HiRISE DTM map, where this area between fractures appears as a ridge, rather than a
depression (Figure 10A,B). Note that in these locations, the dendrites abruptly interrupted
by fractures are elongated along the border with the mobile material (arrows in Figure 9).
This implies that after being separated, the dendrites have grown parallel to the fractures
themselves. Such growth may have occurred after the gap between fractures became filled
with the mobile material, which would be inconsistent with riverine of sapping processes.
Closer images are also presented in Figure 11. Note the apparent lining up of the dendrites
as if to follow the edge of the mobile material. In the case of Figure 11B, the dendrite seems
to avoid one of the two craters that were probably already in place before the dendrites
englobed them.
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Figure 10. (A) HiRISE image of the central part of the dendrites (the area shown here is marked
in Figure 6A). (B) DTM of the same area based on wider image released by the Lunar and Plane-
tary Laboratory of the University of Arizona based on HiRISE stereo pairs ESP_012725_2015 and
ESP_012435_2015 (https://www.uahirise.org/dtm/dtm.php?ID=ESP_012725_2015, accessed on 31
July 2020).
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Figure 11. (A) HiRISE details of dendrite growth parallel to the mobile material. The area examined
is highlighted in Figure 10. (B,C) Details of growth along the deposit of mobile material, probably
consisting of lake mud.

In a second type of fault–dendrite interface, the gap between the faults, rather than
being raised, has lower elevation with respect to the adjacent area, and therefore the
mobile material is absent or depressed. One of these features is examined in detail in
Figure 12 (location map in Figure 10). Note first the initial southward propagation of
the dendrite (which in the present interpretation would imply a previous growth before
coming into contact with the fault line), and further eastward propagation along the fault.
This particular case presents the further key feature of dendrite superposing with an earlier
dendrite from a different branch. Figure 13 shows in more detail the area within the
rectangle of Figure 12, and the insert in Figure 13B illustrates the inferred sequence of
overlap (stratigraphic scheme in Figure 1E). Another case of overlap is shown in Figure 14
(location map in Figure 10). In this second case, a jumbled superposition area (shown
in black) makes it difficult to tell which part of the superposed part belongs to which
of the two branches. Such overlapping features are enlightening, as both sapping and
nondeltaic riverine channels (Figure 7C) are mutually-avoiding and do not typically cross
each other. Note also the bridge in Figure 12 which apparently grew between the parts
of the dendrites that had previously been separated. These characteristics can best be
explained as overlapping growing branches.
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Figure 12. HiRISE detail of a 400 m long dendrite branch parallel to a shallow depression probably
linked to an earlier fracture (“edge of dendrite parallel to the depression”). To the left, a bridge
between dendrites may have been formed after split of the pre-existing dendrite by the fracture,
as indicated in the figure. One of the many irregular (i.e., not perfectly circular) craters, probably
created when the lake was still present, is indicated with an arrow. It is suggested that the impact
that produced the crater shattered a portion of the dendrites. Note the intact dendrite, especially in
the southern end of the impact crater. Two remnants of the dendrites are also visible on the upper left
and right of the crater. The area shown here is marked in Figure 10.
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Figure 15 summarizes the inferred evolution of the area selected in Figure 12. The
initial growth of different branches (Figure 15A) is followed by faulting in B (without, in
this case, any flowage of mobile material between the faults in the depressed area), and
regrowth of dendritic material (C). Finally, the growth of the younger branch parallel to the
fault line partially covered an older one (D). Also noteworthy is the impact crater in the
area of the figure that clearly removed part of the dendrites.
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difficult to interpret on the basis of fluvial or sapping processes and that they can better 
be explained by aggregation. It is interesting to emphasize that river networks are not the 
only systems exhibiting a dendritic shape. Dendrites are actually quite widespread in na-
ture and may appear as the final result of many biological and nonbiological processes 
that occur by aggregation of building blocks onto a growing surface [83]. Figure 17 shows 
the familiar example of dendrites growing during the crystallization of oxides, in this case 
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growth is limited by the amount of oxides available [84]. Despite the difference in scale, 
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Figure 15. Interpretative scheme of the evolution of the area shown in Figure 12. (A) Initially,
dendrites have grown from different branches. (B) Faulting occurs and some branches are split
up. (C) Further growth occurs parallel to the fault lines; in addition, a bridge between the edges of
previously separated dendrites is created. (D) A new branch develops and propagates parallel to the
fault line, ending up superposing to a previous branch.

Figure 16 outlines the four basic growth patterns examined earlier that indicate stem-to-
branch dendritic growth and may be incompatible with riverine, deltaic, and groundwater
sapping processes. A1–A2 shows the suggested evolution of one dendrite growing side-
ways over time (see Figure 8). B1–B4 outlines the growth progression interrupted by the
faults, the gap filled with mobile material (B5), and then re-growing parallel to both the
fracture lines and the deposit of the mobile material (B6). C1 and C2 show the effect of
one branch overlapping a previous one. D1–D3 display the effect of fractures splitting
a dendrite in two as in B1–B6, this time without mobile material filling the gap. In this
case, further growth parallel to the fault also occurs, and post-separation can form a bridge
between the two dendrite parts that were previously united. These patterns may be more
difficult to explain in terms of water flow processes. If the dendrites were the product of
dark sediment carried by water, such processes were already ended when the sediments
were deposited and the mud eroded away, leaving the more resistant dark sediments. There
is no obvious process that may have remobilized these sediments to form the new patterns,
such as bridges, or make them grow parallel to the faults. A possible physical explanation
for the bridge is the sliding of the dark material into the depression once the two parts of
the dendrite were separated. However, the estimated slope from one of the edges to the
bottom of the depression based on the HiRISE DTM (Figure 10B) is only 1/10 m/m or 5.7◦.
Although such a flow process cannot be ruled out, the slope is probably not sufficient to
gravitationally mobilize the sediment. The bridge may have a natural explanation if the
dendrites grew by aggregation of dark material by migrating from one side of the dendrite
to the other after the fault displaced them.
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Figure 16. The four suggested patterns as deduced from images that indicate dendritic growth from
the stem to the branches. (A1,A2) Dendrite increasing width as it grows. (B1–B4) Growth interrupted
by sub-parallel faults, gap filled with mobile material, and subsequent growth of a narrow bridge
between the two earlier connected portions (B5), dendrites growing again following the fracture lines
(B6). (C1,C2) Branch superposition. (D1–D3) Faults splitting one dendrite, with the gap becoming
filled with mobile material.

3.4. Similarity to Diffusion-Controlled Aggregation in Mineral Growth

Previously, it was shown that dendritic patterns observed in Antoniadi may be more
difficult to interpret on the basis of fluvial or sapping processes and that they can better
be explained by aggregation. It is interesting to emphasize that river networks are not
the only systems exhibiting a dendritic shape. Dendrites are actually quite widespread in
nature and may appear as the final result of many biological and nonbiological processes
that occur by aggregation of building blocks onto a growing surface [83]. Figure 17 shows
the familiar example of dendrites growing during the crystallization of oxides, in this case
of manganese and iron, percolating at the interface between limestone layers. Typically,
growth is limited by the amount of oxides available [84]. Despite the difference in scale,
there are geometrical similarities between these dendrites and those in the Antoniadi crater,
notably the average increase in width after the branching point, the mutual avoidance
of different branches, and the tendency to grow along fractures in the limestone, where
present, which act as a local reservoir of oxides.

Although unrelated to Antoniadi dendrites, this illustration of nonbiological dendrites
growing via diffusion-limited aggregation is useful as a reminder that (i) not all dendrites
observed in nature arise from water flow processes, and (ii) aggregation at the surface is,
in principle, a scale-independent process and therefore can produce a similar pattern on
different scales. The growth of stromatolite reefs in an undisturbed environment occurs as
a result of aggregation of rock particles at the periphery of the growing structure onto a
sticky mat [68]. Thus, as a first approximation, it may be compared to a diffusion-controlled
process [85] in which colonies proliferate through propagules not only vertically but also
horizontally.
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simulation runs as follows. After fixing the initial “C” point particles, a large number of 
mobile point particles “M” (typically in the thousands) are let to drift with Brownian mo-
tion on the simulation area with a given diffusion coefficient, whose numerical value is of 
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for the first time. In practice, the counter denotes the transformation of the point of type 
“M” into a “C”, the particle ceases its Brownian motion, and the crystal has grown by one 
unit. Contrary to the classic version of DLA simulations, in which the simulation area and 
the distribution of the “M” particles is homogeneous, in this version, some selected areas 
have a higher density of aggregating “M” particles and, to simulate the presence of a bar-
rier, the Brownian movement can be hindered perpendicular to a designed line. 

Figure 18 shows the results of the simulations. The results of Figure 18A are obtained 
by allowing a 10-times-higher concentration of the Brownian particles in the center of the 
area highlighted with the rectangle. A1–A3 (Figure 18) show the evolution over time in 
three different stages of development, starting from the three initial points. Note first the 
formation of self and mutually avoiding dendrites, in strong analogy with both the oxides 
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Figure 17. (A) Dendritic morphologies in a slab of Solnhofen lithographic limestone created by the
action of oxides of iron and manganese. Image width of slab is 8 cm. The white rectangle shows the
area detailed in (B). (B) Enhanced growth along fracture lines in the limestone and width increase of
dendrites are apparent.

3.5. Numerical Simulations

To better understand the possible development of dendrites in Antoniadi, it can be
interesting to introduce a numerical code simulating diffusion-limited aggregation (DLA)
similar to those proposed by [86] and further explored with different variants by others
(e.g., [83,87]). In the present version of the DLA numerical code, three linear points serve
as initial “seeds” for further growth of the dendrites. These points represent the first
crystallized particles of the structure, and as such they are referred to as type “C” points.
The simulation runs as follows. After fixing the initial “C” point particles, a large number
of mobile point particles “M” (typically in the thousands) are let to drift with Brownian
motion on the simulation area with a given diffusion coefficient, whose numerical value is
of little interest for the discussion. When a mobile particle “M”, during its tortuous path,
approaches one of the points “C” within a certain distance δ, the point particle “freezes”,
becoming itself part of the structure in the place where the proximity criterion is satisfied
for the first time. In practice, the counter denotes the transformation of the point of type
“M” into a “C”, the particle ceases its Brownian motion, and the crystal has grown by one
unit. Contrary to the classic version of DLA simulations, in which the simulation area
and the distribution of the “M” particles is homogeneous, in this version, some selected
areas have a higher density of aggregating “M” particles and, to simulate the presence of a
barrier, the Brownian movement can be hindered perpendicular to a designed line.

Figure 18 shows the results of the simulations. The results of Figure 18A are obtained
by allowing a 10-times-higher concentration of the Brownian particles in the center of
the area highlighted with the rectangle. A1–A3 (Figure 18) show the evolution over time
in three different stages of development, starting from the three initial points. Note first
the formation of self and mutually avoiding dendrites, in strong analogy with both the
oxides of Figure 17 (which is not surprising as these algorithms have been developed to
reproduce such DLA crystal growing), and also compared to the dendrites in Antoniadi.
Moreover, this simulation reproduces reasonably well the scheme leading to the final
geometry described in Figures 2A and 6A where, according to this work, north- and south-
pointing units branch off from a central area. To simulate the effect of single fractures,
Figure 18B shows a sequence in which the growing dendrite meets a barrier, simulated
by preventing Brownian movement perpendicular to the barrier. Note the subsequent
growth parallel to the barrier, in analogy with the Antoniadi dendrites growth parallel to
the fractures when the supply of aggregating particles cannot cross the faults (compare with
Figures 11 and 12). In short, simulations of surface-aggregating Brownian particles (DLA
model) with suitable variants may provide a visual scheme for the growth of the Antoniadi
dendrites as the aggregation of rock particles on the surface. Even though the modeling
cannot exclude in any way that the dendrites in Antoniadi are the result of river networks,
it suggests the alternate view that they may have grown from a central source unit. Being
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independent of any gravitational process, this growth mode can occur independently of
the slope, and would therefore explain the counter-slope orientation of the southern unit in
the central Antoniadi. Note also that the resulting profile is also compatible with growth
along the fractures of the DLA crystallization systems (Figure 17).
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4. Discussion
4.1. The Privileged Condition in the Interior of the Antoniadi Crater

The aqueous characteristics observed on Mars implying running and standing water
indicate a global-scale atmospheric pressure higher than today [6]. However, this may not
be enough for life, which requires water in a liquid state for geological times and therefore at
much higher temperatures than today [27]. It should be noted that microbes can develop in
terrestrial lakes even under unfavorable conditions in terms of temperature and salinity [66].
In fact, microbialites are not necessarily associated with warm conditions, but they also
thrive in Antarctic lakes as long as the temperatures at the lake bottom are at least above
freezing [88]. Microbialites can even tolerate a short period of extreme dryness [89]. The
image of warm and humid Mars hypothesized to explain some aqueous morphologies [90]
is gaining ground in the light of the new explorations. However, only slightly milder
conditions, not only in terms of humidity and pressure, but also of temperature (supported
in the past by a higher internal heat flow), may not be sufficient for a long water life and
possibly for life. For this reason, it can be expected that life, if ever existed in ancient Martian
lakes, would have been strongly favored within lakes heated by a local source [91]. The heat
produced by the impacts of even large meteoroids is ephemeral [92]. Although the presence
of plutons is not necessarily excluded within the Martian lithosphere [93–95], there are only
scant local indications for plutonic activity on Mars. Therefore, only the flanks of volcanoes
can be considered as an effective and long-lasting heat source for volcanic lakes. Antoniadi
is located northwest of one of the great Martian volcanoes, Syrtis Mayor, which, based
on the age of its main caldera Meroe Patera, was probably active around 3.5–3.73 Ga [96].
Antoniadi was engraved on the sides of this large shield formed by long lava flows, and,
consequently, the temperature at its bottom could have been strongly influenced by an
active or even quiescent Syrtis Major. In particular, hydrated silica deposits were found in
Nili Patera, one of the calderas of Syrtis Major [97].

The age determined in Figure 5 is comparable to that of Syrtis Major’s volcanic edifice,
which indicates a volcano still active when the Antoniadi crater was formed and provides
strong support for the hypothesis of a heated lake. In short, it is reasonable to expect that
after 3.6–3.7 Ga the temperature of Lake Antoniadi was suitable for hosting microbial life.
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4.2. Microbialites and Stromatolites on Earth and Mars

The possibility that microbes and stromatolites may have colonized ancient Martian
lakes has been advanced earlier based on the spectral response (e.g., [98]) and images of
rovers [99,100]. There have been fewer attempts to identify biosignatures on the basis of
the morphology seen by satellite images. Some authors, such as [101,102], have suggested
stromatolites as a logical hypothesis for Noachian and Hesperian Mars. A first interpreta-
tion of a Martian macromorphology as a stromatolitic coral reef was made in [63], focusing
on a peculiar formation inside the Pollack crater, a crater near Schiaparelli in Margaritifer
Terra (Figure 19B,C). Pollack has also been the subject of a previous study suggesting its
lacustrine nature [103]. This well-known structure has been nicknamed “white rock” due
to its high thermal inertia, which makes it appear luminous in nighttime infrared images, a
feature which is also displayed by the dendrites in Antoniadi (Figure 2B,C). Based on mor-
phological similarities, biochemical indications, and using Viking images, Russell et al. [63]
found significant correspondences between the Pollack feature and the microbial structures
of Lake Salda in Turkey, where hydromagnesite stromatolites abound (Figure 19A). More
recently, HiRISE has provided several high-resolution optical images of Pollack showing
that the “reef” appears to be composed of lattice subunits, each approximately 2–3 m in
diameter (Figure 19C). Some of the morphological characteristics of the structures of the
Antoniadi crater are exhibited by certain terrestrial biogenic reefs. For example, the algal
mats in Laguna Mormona (Baja California, Mexico) that form in the evaporitic flats of
desiccant lagoons grow in subunits about half a meter in diameter [104]. Figure 19D shows
some of the best known living stromatolites in the Shark Bay in Western Australia. Note the
branching patterns of stromatolite assemblages highlighted with arrows. Not surprisingly,
they are limited to the shore and low depth. The constant lake depth in Antoniadi, which
is evidently typical of the bottom of lakes in impact craters, may have favored a longer
spread of microbialites in Antoniadi.
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Figure 19. (A) Stromatolites in Lake Salda, Turkey. Image courtesy of Google Earth. (B) The “white
rock” inside crater Pollack, Mars. HiRISE image. (C) Detail of the area in (B) indicated with an arrow.
(D) Stromatolites in Shark Bay. Image courtesy of Google Earth.

One conceivable criticism to the possible biological origin of the dendrites in Antoniadi
is that it would require the concomitant origin of life on the Earth and Mars, which
is unlikely. However, according to the theory of lithopanspermia, and as discussed in
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Appendix A, the exchange of rock fragments between the Earth and Mars after energetic
meteoroid impacts is a process which may have traded life-bearing particles between the
two planets.

The oldest stromatolitic rocks on Earth are about 3.7 Ga in age [105], close to the
same age as the Antoniadi lake fill and corresponding to the beginning of the Hesperian
period. In short, it is not impossible that in a period when air pressure and humidity
were much higher than today (e.g., [6,106,107]) and water, essential for life [2,4,108], was
commonplace [6–8], the presence of stromatolitic life on Mars, perhaps carried by Earth,
was thriving. The rovers documented that the areas of the Meridian Planum and Gusev,
Gale, and Jezero craters were rich in water during and at the end of the Hesperian period,
or 3.7 Ga. As geological investigations on our planet have shown, past lakes may be one of
the most favorable environments for ancient stromatolite life on Mars [109], and, perhaps,
their bottoms may have even preserved life [4].

5. Conclusions

The crater Antoniadi has enjoyed peculiar conditions throughout the history of Mars,
as it has experienced the following situations favorable to life: (i) it formed early when the
planet was warmer, and atmospheric pressures were probably much higher than today; (ii)
as liquid water was still abundant on the planet, many impact craters were filled by water
to form a lake, and in the scenario suggested here, Antoniadi was no exception; (iii) The
large size of Antoniadi may have played a significant role in the sequestration of water,
climatic stability, and the maintenance of a warm lake; (iv) its proximity to the dichotomous
boundary where an ocean was probably present could have favored the abundance of
water compared to a crater of the same age in the southern highlands; (v) Antoniadi was
close to the important volcanic system of Syrtis Major, whose magmatic activity likely kept
the waters of the alleged lake warm for a geologically significant time; (vi) the low albedo
soil typical of the Syrtis Major area, a characteristic noticed already by early observers,
could have been a further advantage in capturing the solar heat.

The paper has documented a number of dark dendritic structures within this crater
distributed in three small central areas. Such dendrites, of tens of kilometers in size, are
geometrically arranged in a stem-like unit developing in numerous branches. It has been
suggested that the dendrites grew from stem to branches, and, therefore, it may be prob-
lematic to interpret them as remnants of inverted river network or sapping groundwater
channels. The interpretation as alluvial fans or deltas, although correct in terms of pattern
polarity, may be difficult as well, owing to the lack of the numerous braided channels.
Furthermore, the area with dendrites currently has a gentle slope incompatible with river
processes, and even of incorrect polarity in some areas of the central dendrites.

Several puzzling features visible at high resolution (see Appendix B for details on data
sources), such as growth parallel to fault lines and bridges between separated branches,
have been discussed, which apparently strengthen the hypothesis that the dendrites grew
by aggregation on their edges. Considering that life on Mars, if it ever existed, was more
likely in the form of reef-building structures such as microbial reefs and stromatolites
(which bear a strong resemblance to dendrites from tens of meters to kilometers), it is
suggested that Antoniadi may have been colonized by microbialite life arranged in gigantic
tabular units. Although the data presented in this article are based on morphological
analyses and similarities to terrestrial stromatolites, it is worth examining further whether
such dendrites are biogenic. The presumed reef of Antoniadi would apparently have the
same age as the crater interior deposits, or about 3.8–3.9 Ga, corresponding to the late
Noachian. The data indicate a climate shift from wet to arid Mars that probably occurred
much later, or around 3.5–3 Ga, in the mid-Hesperian and early Amazonian, when life
within the crater, if it ever existed, may have become extinct. Evidently, although the
peculiar geometry and morphologies of the dendrites in Antoniadi as described in this
work cannot in any way constitute evidence of the presence of microbialites in ancient
Mars, their puzzling nature requires further investigation.
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To summarize, the particular dendrites within the Antoniadi crater could stand out as
an exciting place for future surface lander missions with astrobiology-related aims [110,111].
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Appendix A. Transfer of Rocky Material between Earth and Mars

According to the lithopanspermia theory, asteroid impacts can eject rock from plan-
etary surfaces, causing the exchange of life-bearing rocks between different planets and
moons of the solar system [112]. Furthermore, impacts can also redistribute the material
within the surface of the same planet. Therefore, considering the provenance of different
classes of meteorites from Mars [113], it is conceivable that the reverse journey may also
have taken place and that the surface of Mars may have been contaminated by terrestrial
life due to impacts on our planet in the Archean. Although the escape velocity from Earth
is more than twice that from Mars, it should be considered that asteroid impacts on Earth
release, on average, much more energy per unit mass owing to the higher impact velocity
(the average asteroid impact velocity is 13.6 km/s versus 17.6 km/s for Mars and Earth,
respectively [114]). Thus, the hindrance to rock expulsion into space due to the greater
gravity field on our planet is partly compensated by the higher speed of the impactor and
the resulting ejecta. Altogether, calculations indicate that the effect of the escape velocity
prevails. In particular, the probability that rock expelled from Earth by asteroid impact
may reach Mars is 50 times lower than the probability of Martian rocks taking the opposite
journey, a large but not dramatic difference [114].

Appendix B. Data Sources

A first set of images used in this work were taken by the Context CTX optical camera
on board the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter, with a resolution typically of 6 m per pixel [115].
Infrared images from Thermal Emission Imaging System (THEMIS) on board the Mars
Odyssey mission have a resolution of 100 m per pixel [40]. High Resolution Imaging Science
Experiment (HiRISE) images on board the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter of high resolution,
with average resolution of 25–30 cm per pixel, were of fundamental importance for the
examination of the smallest features, as they cover the most interesting portion of the Anto-
niadi crater [116]. A digital terrain model (DTM) based on HiRISE stereo pairs produced by
the University of Arizona Lunar and Planetary Laboratory was also used. The Mars Orbiter
Laser Altimeter (MOLA) aboard the Mars Global Surveyor mission (MGS [117]) provided
both hillshade images and coarse topographic sections. The Java Mission-planning and
Analysis for Remote Sensing (JMARS) platform provided and updated by Arizona State
University has been widely used. For the dating of the soils, the diameters of the craters
were measured on optical CTX images, using the Craterstats software package [40,42], and
compared with the theoretical statistical predictions based on the cumulative frequency
functions of Neukum and on the production function of Ivanov [118].
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